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Abstract: Earthwork scheduling (during the planning phase of road construction) is an important
task that directly affects the cost and time of a project. However, the current scheduling methods are
not performed at a detailed level and carry forward gaps from the actual schedule in the construction
stage, causing problems, including time delays and additional costs, during the construction stage
and thereby leading to the modification and supplementation of existing plans. Many studies related
to scheduling have focused on process optimization or automation; therefore, the gaps between the
planning and construction stages have not been studied well. These gaps must be determined in
advance to solve the fundamental problem of earthwork scheduling in road construction. Therefore,
this study proposes a detailed activity-based scheduling model for earthwork at the planning stage
to minimize the gap between the planned schedule and the actual process at the construction stage.
The proposed model comprises a detailed activity-based database of earthwork in road construction
(DADER), which enables the subdivision of the existing earthwork schedule plan, and a dynamic
programming (DP) procedure, which enables the combination of activities. The earthwork schedule
at the case site, planned for only three activities, is subdivided using DADER into 36 activities.
Additionally, the DP procedure is used to derive a combination of activity alternatives that minimizes
the cost among the conditions that satisfied the input target duration. The model is verified through
an expert survey using a 7-point Likert scale. Results show that the model has cost efficiency (4.19),
onsite applicability (4.70), and task efficiency (4.48). The findings indicate that performing scheduling
during the planning stage of earthwork projects can help reduce additional work caused by the gap
between the site and the plan. This study will help improve the productivity of road construction
projects by providing correct process optimization and automation research data.

Keywords: road construction; earthwork; detailed activity-based scheduling model; planning stage;
dynamic programming

1. Introduction

Scheduling is a vital aspect of linear projects, as exemplified by numerous road con-
struction projects [1]. Moreover, the critical role of earthworks, constituting approximately
19.58% of the overall road construction expenditure, further underscores their pivotal
nature in this domain [2].

In the construction industry, project scheduling is an indispensable factor that empow-
ers project managers and teams to oversee time, expenses, resources, and fundamental
facets of project management effectively [3,4]. Insufficient project planning and scheduling
can induce setbacks in project completion timelines and financial overruns [5,6]. More-
over, precise determination of the appropriate level of detail for scheduling during the
construction project planning stage is a major challenge. Finding complex conditions in
detailed scheduling in construction projects is a very challenging task [7]. Scholarly explo-
ration of the granularity of details in construction project scheduling remains noticeably
underdeveloped [8].
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While comprehensive scheduling is intrinsic to project planning [9], most of the
scheduling during the construction planning phase is often subjected to recalibration by
managers at successive sites. A substantial proportion of time-related delays stemming
from these practices is attributed to limited exhaustive construction plans and timelines [10].
Consequently, one of the salient challenges pertains to the lack of meticulous detail as the
construction periods, workforce inputs, and costs (outlined at the project’s outset) may
diverge from the actual values as the construction progresses.

However, despite the importance of considering detailed activities in the construction
scheduling process, in actual projects, it is common to perform scheduling without giving
sufficient consideration to this aspect during the planning stage. A preliminary survey
conducted for this study also confirmed that (on average) road construction projects were
scheduled for fewer than five activities during the planning stage for earthworks. There is
a considerable gap between the construction site and the plan, thus resulting in additional
work, costs, time, and increased time consumption.

Hence, this study proposed a detailed activity-based scheduling model to mitigate
the issues stemming from low-level earthwork scheduling during the road construction
planning stage to solve the problems caused by the inadequate consideration of detailed
activities. The research on this model was conducted in several steps. Firstly, the detailed
database of earthwork in road construction [referred to as detailed activity-based database
of earthwork in road construction (DADER)] was developed based on earthwork data.
Secondly, the dynamic programming (DP) algorithm was applied using the standardized
DADER as a foundation to perform scheduling by considering various combinations of
activities. Thirdly, the proposed model was applied to a case study to derive scheduling
results, which were then analyzed. Lastly, the model was validated through in-depth
discussions with experts to assess its excellence from various aspects. The proposed model
was designed to yield detailed scheduling results for earthwork activities directly usable at
the construction site by inputting the planned workloads per activity. Furthermore, the
proposed model can minimize the additional work, extra labor input, rework, plan changes,
and associated increases in costs and time owing to the gap between the site and the plan
by providing appropriate scheduling at the planning stage.

2. Earthwork Scheduling in Road Construction

To identify issues with the current scheduling methods used in the construction in-
dustry, problems arising during the planning phase of construction projects, particularly
those related to earthwork in road construction, were identified following consultations
with experts from the Korean construction industry. Based on discussions with 11 experts
in the field of road construction project planning, the identified issues related to schedul-
ing highlighted the prevalence of low-level details in establishing construction project
schedules during the planning stage. Currently, scheduling during the planning stage
of most construction projects is conducted at a basic level, primarily for project evalua-
tion and reporting purposes. Subsequently, additional work is undertaken to add detail
gradually using an incremental approach. The issue of insufficient scheduling results in
significant challenges from a construction project perspective, thus leading to problems
such as construction schedule delays and additional costs owing to the repetitive generation
and modification of schedules. Consequently, insights were gathered from experts who
manage and oversee projects on construction sites, thus indicating that the scheduling
produced during the planning stage is underutilized and requires additional modifications
in subsequent phases.

To conduct this study, scheduling data prepared during the planning stage were
extensively reviewed. This review revealed that data application on actual construction sites
was almost infeasible owing to issues associated with scheduling granularity. For instance,
in the case of earthwork during road construction, the scheduling generated during the
planning stage typically includes only 3–5 activity schedules (such as excavation, material
transport, and earth placement); however, earthwork sites involve a minimum of 20 or
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more detailed activities. Consequently, current scheduling practices in construction projects
often fail to satisfy the specific levels required in the field, thus resulting in substantial time
and cost losses. Therefore, a detailed process scheduling that aligns with onsite feasibility is
imperative for the successful completion of construction projects. To identify the problems
in earthwork scheduling during the project planning stage, discussions were conducted
with experts in the construction field. The results revealed that low-level scheduling was
inefficient in terms of cost and time and led to additional tasks, ultimately impacting
productivity negatively.

3. Literature Review
3.1. Earthwork Scheduling

Various studies have been conducted to achieve more efficient and accurate execution
in fields related to the scheduling of earthworks in road construction. Shah developed an
arithmetic algorithm-based model to address the uncertainties associated with earthwork
scheduling, efficient resource planning, construction site safety, and earthwork monitoring;
the study supported resource planning using various options [1]. This study automated
key functions related to planning based on a road project case study. However, owing to
the provision of weekly plans limited to excavation schedules, it is challenging to address
the overall planning of the construction site. Askew et al. automated the earthwork-
planning process for road construction projects to resolve complexities and efficiently sup-
port project planners by developing a model capable of time-efficient scheduling [11]. This
study developed and tested a model to improve excavation planning assumptions. How-
ever, the scope of the research was limited to excavation operations. Rather than propos-
ing scheduling results directly, it provided excavation operation data to aid scheduling.
Li and Lu developed an automated prototype for earthwork planning in civil engineer-
ing projects by following the principles and framework of classical planning models [12].
The prototype enables automated planning and optimization for high-level analysis, but
it is limited in encompassing overall scheduling owing to the restriction of activities to
excavation operations for robotic excavation. Hare et al. expanded the classical linear
program model for earthwork scheduling to a mixed integer linear program model for
optimal planning in road construction projects [13]. This study, like the aforementioned
publications, also focused on the optimization of excavation operations and thus researched
a limited range of activities. Liu et al. proposed a simulation approach that considered
temporary road networks for efficient earthmoving operations that led to cost reduction
and time savings [14]. However, in this study, the algorithm was applied to seven activities
that corresponded to excavation and transportation operations, suggesting that the level of
detail may be somewhat insufficient for practical applications in the field. Marzouk and
Moselhi proposed a discrete-event simulation and object-oriented simulation engine for
modeling earthmoving operations and provided tools for estimating time and cost [15].
Given that this study was limited to equipment combinations in excavation operations, it
only considered a small number of activities for scheduling throughout the entire earthwork
project, thus highlighting its limitation in focusing on a few specific pieces of equipment.

Previous studies related to earthwork scheduling were mostly limited to excavation
tasks, which constitutes a major limitation. While research focusing on excavation tasks
within earthwork is reasonable given its crucial importance, the lack of studies addressing
earthwork scheduling is evident. Considering that most studies have been conducted based
on a few activities, the scarcity of research on earthwork scheduling at a comprehensive
level introduces a major research gap. Studies considering activities at a detailed level are
essential for the overall successful execution of construction projects.

3.2. Scheduling Method

Many studies have been conducted to derive more advanced types of scheduling using
various technologies and algorithms to achieve optimized scheduling in the construction
industry. Several studies have been conducted on construction scheduling techniques
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using mathematical algorithms. For example, Kallantzis and Lambropoulos proposed a
method to introduce a scheduling approach for linear projects involving maximum time
and distance constraints in addition to the minimum constraints [16]. This method classified
activities based on their importance and influence on duration and demonstrated their
effectiveness by applying them to low-pressure pipeline construction projects. This study
investigated the key seven activities encompassed within the entire earthwork project, thus
allowing the consideration of the overall earthwork scheduling. However, the application
of the seven activity levels may pose challenges in practical implementations at construction
sites. Ipsilandis proposed a multipurpose, linear programming model for scheduling linear
iterative projects by considering cost factors associated with project duration, resource
idle time, and project-by-project delivery time [17]. The proposed model allowed project
managers to create alternative schedules based on a variety of cost factors and proposed a
holistic approach to schedule decisions beyond the simple minimization of timeframe or the
maximization of task continuity. This study also proposed a model by setting the number
of activities to seven, primarily conducting time-based research without considering other
conditions, such as the equipment involved in the activities.

Most recent studies on the optimization of construction scheduling employed meta-
heuristic algorithms as research methods, such as ACO, PSO, and genetic algorithm (GA),
which have high versatility in solving optimization problems. Mollajafari and Shahhoseini
used the ACO-based algorithm to solve the scheduling problem, and it was confirmed that
the algorithm performed better than other algorithms in terms of result quality, execution
time, and scalability [18]. Cheng et al. proposed a new approach based on PSO methods to
solve the problem of task movement in construction projects, thus demonstrating its effec-
tiveness in real-world project scenarios [19]. Toklu used a GA to optimize the scheduling
process by integrating mathematical and genetic operators to solve the problem of schedul-
ing with limited resources based on a simplified bridge construction case as an example [20].
These studies commonly employed state-of-the-art algorithms to propose efficient and
accurate scheduling methods under the given conditions of predefined information, such
as activities, duration, and costs.

Previous studies primarily aimed to optimize scheduling methods or automate the
scheduling process using various state-of-the-art algorithms to improve existing practices.
Such research is undoubtedly essential for efficient construction scheduling. However,
these studies have limitations in addressing the fundamental issues of basic earthwork
scheduling. While most of the research related to optimization of construction scheduling
was actively conducted about a decade ago, optimization and automation in construction
scheduling are still not adequately realized. Optimizing scheduling is a good approach
when the right conditions are provided, but this approach has limitations. One limitation
is that the optimization algorithms rely on the data provided, and if the detailed level of
activities is not considered a priori, the results (irrespective of their accuracy) will not be
in a form usable at construction sites. To address these fundamental issues, it is crucial to
focus on the detailed level of activities that act as a type of bridge for proper scheduling.
This should be a top priority for optimizing construction projects. Thus, considering the
detailed level of activities is a critical factor for appropriate scheduling. However, research
related to this aspect is lacking compared with its importance.

Therefore, this study proposed a scheduling model that considered detailed activities
for earthwork scheduling in the planning stages of road construction projects. The proposed
model can be effectively utilized in the establishment of schedules to eliminate the gap
between planning and onsite construction. This model can be beneficial for creating
schedules that are usable effectively onsite.

4. Model Development

This study developed a model to generate detailed levels of earthwork scheduling at
the planning stage of road construction using DADER and DP in MATLAB (version 2023b,
MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
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4.1. Procedure of the Proposed Model

The process of the proposed model in this study is shown in Figure 1. In Step 1, activity
durations, which refer to individual activities, were computed using the DADER. DADER
incorporates all activity details pertinent to earthwork in road construction, along with
daily workloads, costs, labor, and equipment information for each activity under standard
conditions. The calculated duration data for each activity were obtained by inputting the
activity workloads into DADER as input data.
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In Step 2, the model was provided with a target duration to generate pertinent schedul-
ing outcomes. The term “target duration” refers to the total duration of the intended con-
struction project and serves as a deadline parameter and as the input data to be scheduled
by the user using the model of this study. As proposed in this study, the model formu-
lated scheduling outcomes that incurred minimal costs while adhering to the stipulated
target duration.

In Step 3, the scheduling results were derived using the DP algorithm, an optimization
algorithm. Variables such as activity sequencing, cost, duration, and target duration were
configured before applying the algorithm. By establishing appropriate combinations of
alternative activities, efforts have been directed toward the minimization of costs. Iterative
algorithmic processes yield scheduling combinations that fulfill the target duration and
minimize costs. Consequently, the ultimate scheduling outcomes are presented.

4.2. DADER

DADER is a comprehensive database that encompasses highly detailed information
to facilitate scheduling based on intricate activities during the earthwork phase during
the road construction planning stage and is supported by the construction cost estimation
standard, which is a fundamental manual extensively utilized in project planning in the
Korean construction industry. Furthermore, the Construction Cost Estimation Standard is
particularly suitable for utilization in this study owing to its handling of data at a highly
detailed level of activity, which distinguishes it from other sources. This system is annually
updated by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport of South Korea. In this
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study, the 2023 edition (the most recent version) was used. The detailed process of creating
DADER is shown in Figure 2.
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Before constructing a detailed database for earthworks in road construction, the level
of detail to be studied was determined. In this study, the database was structured according
to the Korean standard manual WBS 7-2 with the final level of detail confirmed via the
incorporation of additional criteria from the construction cost estimation standard. The
allocation of labor and equipment typically used at construction sites is defined under
normal conditions. The term “normal conditions” refers to the average construction scale
and environmental factors prevalent in typical road construction projects in Korea. This
information is based on the criteria established by the Korean Institute of Civil Engineering
and Building Technology and was refined based on a review of the existing literature and
consultation with experts. The productivity coefficients of the equipment employed were
calculated based on the construction cost estimation standard. These coefficients were
used to compute the daily workloads of the activities. The productivity coefficients of the
equipment were determined using various variables.

In this study, the coefficients were calculated using the most common conditions.
Based on these productivity coefficients, the daily workloads for all earthwork activities
were calculated as shown in Table 1. In addition, the possibility of deploying equipment in
addition to the commonly used equipment for activities was considered. While we initially
performed calculations based on the most representative equipment for each activity to
establish a baseline, it was acknowledged that not all construction sites employed identical
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equipment. An alternative concept was introduced to address this issue. When equipment
substitution was not feasible owing to the nature of the activity, a single alternative was
assigned. In situations wherein the equipment type or specification changes were viable,
up to three alternatives were considered. Consequently, DADER considered various equip-
ment combinations, thus facilitating the selection of the most appropriate values during
the subsequent scheduling process using the algorithm. The costs of all the alternative
earthwork activities within DADER were computed using data from a prominent South
Korean construction company. These data encompassed the daily costs incurred, including
labor and equipment expenses. The cost data calculated in this phase were subsequently
utilized to implement the model algorithm and determine the total project cost.

Table 1. Equipment productivity coefficient (19ton Bulldozer).

Factor Value Condition

capacity of shovel blade q 5.28 qo × e
capacity of shovel blade

(without considering distance) qo 5.50 middle scale

carriage distance coefficient e 0.96 20 m
volume conversion factor f 0.62 normal

work coefficient E 0.25 gravelly soil
one cycle time cm 1.22 L

V1 + L
V2 + t

carriage distance coefficient L 20.00
forward speed V1 40.00 1st gear
reverse speed V2 43.00 1st gear
gear shift time t 0.25

Productivity ( m3/h
)

40.11
Standard daily workload (m3) 320.88 8 h working per day

DADER was developed through the five steps, with certain aspects of DADER contents
presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Detailed activity-based database of earthwork in road construction (DADER) (site prepara-
tion/breaking existing structures).

Main
Category

Middle
Category Subcategory Detailed

Condition Standard Daily Workload (m3)
Cost
(₩)

site
preparation

breaking
existing

structure

breaking
unreinforced

concrete

T ≥ 30 cm 36.80 986,583
T < 30 cm 26.40 826,535
T ≥ 30 cm 28.80 986,583
T < 30 cm 20.80 826,535

breaking
reinforced concrete

T < 30 cm 19.60 1,462,826
T < 30 cm 12.80 1,137,209
T ≥ 30 cm 16.40 1,384,835
T ≥ 30 cm 11.20 1,098,858

staking
stone wall

28.80 986,583
20.80 826,535

piling
stone wall

28.80 986,583
20.80 826,535
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Table 2. Cont.

Main
Category

Middle
Category Subcategory Detailed

Condition Standard Daily Workload (m3)
Cost
(₩)

breaking
concrete pavement

36.80 986,583
26.40 826,535
14.00 751,759

breaking
asphalt

pavement

T < 30 cm 128.00 986,583
T < 20 cm 55.20 826,535
T < 20 cm 32.80 751,759
T ≥ 30 cm 100.00 986,583

removing sidewalk
block packaging

360.00 1,406,713
600.00 1,367,731

concrete cutting 450.00 1,028,981
asphalt cutting 500.00 1,028,981

removing
revetment block

166.67 2,572,898
126.98 1,121,664

removing
wire cylinder

mattress form wire
cylinder 320.00 4,495,991

removing
guardrail

column spacing
2 m 210.00 3,344,739

140.00 2,428,951
70.00 1,547,874

column spacing
4 m 420.00 3,511,913

280.00 2,642,837
140.00 2,021,185

bridge guardrail
demolition 171.31 1,262,600

342.56 1,535,571
513.84 2,159,685

crushing
construction waste 668.54 13,313,202

668.54 6,659,765

4.3. DP Procedure

The multifaceted nature of construction management is manifested in an array of inter-
dependent tasks, strict resource allocations, and bounded deadlines set against overarching
budget constraints. It is not merely a logistical venture but a computational conundrum
where numerous variables, such as material procurement, manpower deployment, machin-
ery scheduling, and potential environmental variables, intertwine. To address these issues,
an algorithm having an appropriate form for the problem structure is needed.

DP is an algorithmic technique used to solve complex problems by breaking them
down into smaller subproblems. A particular problem is divided into smaller subproblems,
with their solution values stored to avoid redundant calculations, ultimately facilitating the
derivation of a final solution.

In the context of this research, the desired model development required an algo-
rithm that could produce solutions decisively, ensuring rapid and accurate results rather
than relying on highly complex optimization algorithms. Therefore, a scheduling model
for detailed earthwork in road construction at the planning stage was developed using
the DP method.

The DP algorithm starts by considering various processes, each comprising different
tasks. Every task within a process has an assigned cost and duration. Some of these
processes can operate simultaneously, and there is a specified deadline. To facilitate the
algorithm, a DP table is constructed, determined by the deadline and the number of
processes. This DP table’s main purpose is to identify the smallest possible cost to meet the
deadline for every process.
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During the implementation phase, the algorithm examines each time unit for every
process, from the onset to the given deadline. For processes that operate independently, the
algorithm evaluates their tasks. It then updates the table by adding the cost of the task to
the time previously used and subtracts the duration of the task. Conversely, for processes
that can run concurrently with others, the algorithm assesses tasks from all simultaneous
processes. The table is then adjusted by considering the total task costs and subtracting the
duration of the task that takes the longest.

This methodology is particularly relevant in the context of construction projects. Large
construction projects often involve multiple phases, each with its unique challenges and
variables. DP provides a systematic mechanism for identifying each phase, thus examining
it individually and determining a cost-effective strategy tailored to it. The process then
builds on the solutions derived from the initial subproblems to address subsequent phases,
thus ensuring that the cumulative strategy is not only effective but also efficient.

For the study in question, the implementation strategy adopted to structure the
problem was based on a comprehensive exploration of the DP landscape. Specifically, all
possible transitions in each state of the problem were examined. This exhaustive approach
ensured that all possible combinations of tasks and activities that could be performed
within the given time frame were explored. The aim was to identify the particular sequence
or combination that produced the most cost-effective outcome. This rigorous approach to
DP ensures that the final strategy is both cost-optimal and feasible given the constraints.
For readers seeking a detailed breakdown of the algorithm used, Table 3 explains each step
in detail.

Table 3. Dynamic programming (DP) implementation approach.

Step Name Content

1 state
definition

• The first step involves the definition of task states. A state encapsulates the progress and status of the
construction at a particular point in time. Two primary components characterize a state:
- Completed tasks: This refers to tasks that have been performed up to the current state. It provides a
snapshot of progress and an understanding of the tasks that have been completed.
- Remaining time: An essential metric that indicates the expected time remaining for a specific task or the
entire project. This component supports efficient resource allocation and effective scheduling.

2 transition
rules

• Once states have been defined, it is essential to define the rules that govern state transitions.
Transitions depend on three key aspects:
- Choice: Often there may be several paths available for a transition. The choice of the optimal path may
be influenced by constraints such as cost or available resources.
- Dependency: There are tasks whose onset depends on the completion of previous tasks. Such
dependencies must be carefully mapped.
- Concurrency: Identifying tasks that can be performed concurrently can speed up the overall process. It
is important to identify and exploit such concurrency opportunities.

3 base case
definition

• Inherent in recursive algorithms, including DP, is the need for a termination condition, known as the
base case. In the field of construction optimization:
- The base case could manifest itself when all tasks are completed or when the expected remaining time
for a particular task becomes zero. It is essential to define this base case precisely to ensure the correct
termination of the algorithm.

4

formulation
of the

objective
function

• The culmination of the problem formulation process is the formulation of the objective function. This
function quantitatively represents the cost associated with a particular state. The primary objective,
especially in a construction paradigm, is to minimize this cost. This cost could be the sum of financial
expenditures, time consumption, and resource utilization. An appropriately formulated objective
function is central to the optimization process and provides a clear optimization objective for the DP
algorithm.

The pseudocode of the algorithm used in the proposed model in this study is listed in
Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Dynamic Programming for Task Optimization with Parallel and Sing Tasks

1: Initialization:
2: dp[D][n] = ∞: Min cost DP table
3: for t = 1 to D:
4: for p = 1 to n:
5: if Pp is not parallel
6: dp[ t][p] = min(dp[t− Di][p−1] +Ci l ti ∈ Tp);
7: else
8: For each combination of tasks ti, tj from parallel processes
9: dp[ t][p] = min(dp[t−max(Di) l ti ∈ T′p][p−1] +∑ Ci l ti ∈ T′p);
10: end
11: end
12: Dopt = min(t l dp[t][n] < ∞, t ≤ D)
13: Cmin = dp[Dopt][n]
14: end
15: Backtrack from dp[Dopt][n] to get Op

5. Case Study

Workload data acquired from an actual road construction project were used to validate
the proposed model. The workload included data created from the planning stage of the
construction project derived from the onsite measurement performed in advance. The road
construction data utilized in this study were obtained from the planning stage of a highway
project conducted by the construction company D. The details of the case study are listed
in Table 4.

Table 4. Case study information.

Category Information

location Cheongju-si, Chungcheongbuk-do, Republic of Korea
duration 2520 d (17′–23′)

load length 5.64 km
load width 20.0 m

The scheduling result for this project’s planning stage is shown in Figure 3; as previ-
ously mentioned, the level of detail of this result was considerably low for direct utilization
at the construction site.
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As is evident from the actual construction project scheduling of this study, the schedul-
ing of earthworks at the planning stage was at a low level of detail (in the case of this study,
there were only three activities: site preparation, earth cutting, and soil transportation),
thus making construction activities at construction sites (based on these results) challeng-
ing. Owing to the previously conducted, low-detail scheduling of the case study project,
subsequent scheduling rework or repetitive modifications occurred at the construction site.
This resulted in additional costs and time consumption that had a negative impact on the
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project’s productivity. To complete a case study on the proposed model, this study utilized
data related to the highway construction plan of Construction Company D, as mentioned
earlier. The workload data for each highway construction project activity used in the model
case study are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Case study data.

Main
Category

Middle
Category Subcategory Detailed

Condition
Workload (m3)

Site
preparation

breaking existing
structures

breaking reinforced concrete T < 30 cm 528
T ≥ 30 cm 10

breaking reinforced concrete T < 30 cm 72
T ≥ 30 cm 16

staking stone wall 223
breaking concrete pavement 33
breaking asphalt pavement 216

removing sidewalk block packaging 2267
concrete cutting 12
asphalt cutting 1580

crushing construction waste 757
topsoil removal no rice paddy 31,020
remove tree and

grass logging H = 5–8 m 118,840

Earth cutting

sand cutting (sand) 222,432
rock (soft) cutting (soft rock) 146,409

rock (hard)

vibration controlled blasting middle scale 25,528
conventional blasting 80,383

large-scale blasting 11,236
blasting rock fragmentation 91,619

soil
transportation

useable
soil transportation

sand 21,179
soft rock 5503

soil
transportation

useable
soil transportation

hard rock 2041
dump truck (sand) 144,348

dump truck (soft rock) 83,599
dump truck (hard rock) 396,049

unavailable
soil transportation

sand 59,372
soft rock 95,925
hard rock 272,307

pilling up
soil

roadbed
filled-up ground

pilling up 168,237
pilling up (rock) 542,455

subgrade pilling up 42,136
greenbelt 59,688

preparation work cutting 20,544
slope soil

compaction 83,161

earthwork
etc. standard frame slope 498

horizontal 74

6. Results and Discussion
6.1. Case Study Results

In this study, a target duration of 2500 d was set to apply casestudy data to the
proposed scheduling model. To examine the difference between the two sets of outcomes
(applying and not applying DP), different conditions were applied to derive two sets
of results.

First, the algorithm was implemented to schedule all activities by selecting only the
alternatives with the minimum cost (without applying DP) during the scheduling process.
The results are shown in Figure 4.
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In this case, the target duration was set sufficiently long and resulted in scheduling
outcomes in which only alternatives with lower costs for each activity were selected. There-
fore, activities exceeding the target duration occurred, thus indicating that the scheduling
method employed in this approach was incorrect.

Subsequently, to confirm that the algorithm performs appropriately under the con-
straints of a limited target duration, scheduling was performed by applying DP. The results
are shown in Figure 5.
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The form of scheduling performed using DP is similar to Figure 4, but the scheduling
was performed by selecting alternatives that satisfy the target duration while minimizing
costs during the selection of activity alternatives. Furthermore, the result of applying the
case study to the model provides scheduling results at a detailed level of activity, which
differ from the scheduling results using conventional methods, such as those shown in
Figure 4, based on the DADER developed in this study. These results play a role in reducing
the gap between the planning stage and the construction phase onsite, thereby minimizing
unnecessary tasks such as additional work or rescheduling.

The results of cost and duration comparison analysis performed using two methods
are shown in Table 6. When the DP algorithm was applied to the model, the total cost
was calculated to be 62,991,065 ₩, and the total duration was 2431 d. Without applying
the DP algorithm, the total cost was 62,631,441 ₩ and the total duration was 3913 d. In
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the case where the DP algorithm was not applied to the model, the selection of activity
alternatives would be directed toward the minimization of costs, regardless of the input
target duration, thus resulting in a low cost but a significantly higher total duration. In
contrast, when the DP algorithm was applied to the model, it derived the combination of
activity alternatives that minimized the cost among the conditions that satisfied the input
target duration. Therefore, when the DP algorithm was applied, the model obtained the
values that minimized the total cost among the combinations that satisfied the initially input
target duration of 2500 d. Thus, when the user sets the target duration of the construction
period as input data during the earthwork planning stage, the model proposed in this study
can obtain scheduling results that minimize construction costs among various conditions.

Table 6. Comparison results.

Category DP Not DP

total cost (₩) 62,991,054 62,631,441
total duration (day) 2431 3913

6.2. Model Validation

The suitability of the model developed in this study for real construction sites was
validated based on a survey that engaged 28 experts currently employed in the construction
industry. The information gathered from the surveyed experts is presented in Table 7.

Table 7. Expert information.

Category Expert

occupation type civil engineering 23 82.14%
architectural engineering 4 14.29%
real estate development 1 3.57%

work planning and management 13 46.43%
construction management 11 39.29%

project management 2 7.14%
sales 1 3.57%

estimation 1 3.57%
carrier (year) ~15 11 39.29%

7–15 10 35.71%
3–7 4 14.29%
~3 3 10.71%

A survey was conducted with experts using a 7-point Likert scale to assess the effects
of the model developed in this study compared with the existing scheduling methods
in terms of cost, onsite applicability, and task efficiency. In addition, the opinions of
experts on the reasons for scoring the items were gathered based on supplementary survey
questions. To ensure the validity of the expert survey results, a reliability analysis was
conducted using the software IPM SPSS Statistics (version 29.0.1.0). A reliability analysis
was performed on the Likert scale-based survey items, which yielded a Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient of 0.875, thus confirming the high reliability of the survey. The survey results are
summarized below.

6.2.1. Cost

The item that experts considered would make this study’s model superior in terms of
cost compared with current scheduling methods, received a score of 4.19. Experts indicated
that using the developed model could reduce the additional costs incurred owing to plan
changes. However, certain experts indicated that they were uncertain whether the model
would directly contribute toward the reduction of construction project costs.
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6.2.2. Onsite Applicability

The item that experts considered would make the study’s model superior in terms of
the onsite applicability compared with the current scheduling methods received a score
of 4.70. Many experts indicated that scheduling methods at the planning stage often do
not align well with the construction phase. Consequently, using the proposed model could
bridge this gap. They believed that this would facilitate scheduling tailored to actual
onsite conditions.

6.2.3. Task Efficiency

The item that experts considered would make the study’s model superior in terms
of task efficiency compared with the current scheduling methods received a score of 4.48.
Experts stated that using the developed model could reduce the time spent on document
preparation for scheduling. They also believed that generating detailed initial schedules at
the planning stage using the developed model could minimize onsite scheduling modifica-
tions and consequently reduce workload.

The results of the expert survey confirmed that the model developed in this study
can effectively address the issues present in the planning stage process charts currently
utilized in the construction industry. Notably, according to the expert survey results, the
primary advantage of the developed model was its ability to enhance task efficiency, which
is particularly important for construction site operations where a thorough understanding
of the detailed processes is essential. Therefore, it can be inferred that the characteristics of
the model in this study contributed to its effectiveness in devising detailed process plans
from the planning stage onward for successful construction site operations.

6.3. Discussion

In this study, a model based on DADER was developed to perform scheduling at the
planning stage of construction projects. The model was applied to a case study to derive
results. Despite the current efforts in the construction industry to enhance scheduling effi-
ciency using building information modeling (BIM), digital twins, and artificial intelligence
(AI), the persistent challenge of addressing the level of detail led to the development of
DADER. This model aims to effectively address the issue of level of detail in construction
scheduling and make it applicable to real construction sites.

The application of the model in a case study revealed that utilizing our developed
model enables the generation of schedules at a detailed activity level, minimizing costs
within the target duration. Additionally, validation through expert surveys confirmed
the model’s efficiency in terms of cost, onsite applicability, and task efficiency. Thus, our
developed model is identified as a solution to bridge the gap between planning and onsite
execution in construction scheduling.

However, it is essential to acknowledge the limitations of this study. The model
falls short of achieving a scheduling implementation level suitable for real construction
sites. The actual construction environment introduces numerous variables such as weather
conditions, material transportation delays, and site-specific factors like noise. Given that
our model was developed under the most ideal conditions, future research aims to re-
fine the model to a level applicable in real construction settings. This refinement would
address various disputes and policy challenges arising from scheduling issues in the
construction industry.

7. Conclusions

In this research, an activity-based scheduling model designed for detailed earthwork
scheduling during the road construction planning stage was proposed. The model pro-
posed comprises DADER, incorporating intricate earthwork activities, and employs a DP
algorithm for scheduling. DADER is equipped with comprehensive daily data on work-
load, labor, equipment, and costs for detailed-level activities. The DP algorithm in our
model assesses various combinations within detailed-level activities to identify optimal
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scheduling solutions. Applying the proposed model to a case study demonstrated the
establishment of a rational earthwork schedule, contrasting favorably with initial sched-
ules generated through conventional methods. This underscores the applicability and
advantages of our proposed model. The case study involved a comparative analysis be-
tween scheduling outcomes derived from the existing method and those from our research
model. Additionally, it illustrated how the improved scheduling results prove effective in
practical construction settings. The suggested model aids planning personnel in formu-
lating specific and pragmatic earthwork plans during the planning stage. By addressing
detailed-level scheduling, it minimizes the need for additional plan changes and reduces
extra work on the construction site, ultimately leading to time and cost savings. Mitigating
time and cost losses in a project significantly contributes to the successful completion of
construction projects.

However, it is crucial to note that the proposed model was developed under standard
conditions. To enhance scheduling accuracy, it is imperative to conduct scheduling under
diverse environmental conditions and account for factors like equipment and workforce al-
location for earthwork. In future research, the model developed under standard conditions
will serve as the basis for constructing a practical scheduling model for the planning stage,
immediately applicable in real construction sites while accommodating various variables.
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